
 

 

            
            

          

 
 

 
 
 

 

YOUR GAP YEAR WITH BASF SE 

Welcome to the supply chain consultancy of BASF! We focus on strategic inhouse projects that drive the 
effective transformation of our supply chains. Our team works on a broad range of exciting projects covering 
topics such as sustainability, supply chain strategies and agility &resilience. Our internal customers include 
the entire value chain of BASF from base chemicals to specialties. With our expertise, we help win and retain 
business and drive growth in our markets.  
 
BASF SE, located in Ludwigshafen am Rhein, is the corporate headquarters of the BASF Group and part of the 
Rhine-Neckar Metropolitan Region. BASF stands for competence in chemistry since 1865 and is represented 
today in the world's major consumer markets, with a wide range of products. As the largest employer in the 

region, BASF SE offers multiple career opportunities for students, university graduates and professionals 
providing also training in over 30 professions. Leisure, sports, culture and a good infrastructure characterize 
the Rhine-Neckar Metropolitan Region, in which BASF is also involved with numerous activities.  
 
At  BASF, the chemistry is right. Because we are counting on innovative solutions, on sustainable actions, and 
on connected thinking. And on you. Become a part of our formula for success and develop the future with us 
- in a global team that embraces diversity and equal opportunities irrespective of gender, age, origin, sexual 
orientation, disability or belief. Learn more about BASF SE at http://on.basf.com/BASFSE_LU 
 
As part of the gap year program at the University of Mannheim, we are offering the following position to be 
filled at our location in Ludwigshafen by autumn 2024 

 

Intern in Supply Chain Consulting - Planning Excellence  

 

Your Tasks:   

Our Supply Chain Consulting Team advises internal business partners with concepts, methods and solutions 
along the entire value chain. You have the opportunity to support this team for 4 months as a gap-year 
student. 
 

- You are involved in impactful strategic projects which focus on complex supply chain topics 
supporting our internal customers on their transformation journeys. 

- Your tasks include supporting the conception, coordination, and preparation of our consulting 

activities in the area of Planning Excellence for different target groups within the company. The focus 
will be on planning processes around S&OP. 

- You are also support the quality assurance of the developed concepts, materials and events. 
- Here you work together with long-term supply chain professionals and planning experts. 
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Your Profile:   

- Enrolled student with supply chain focus 
- First practical experience in the field of supply chain management and planning is an advantage 
- Very good knowledge of German and English, as well as the ability to use both languages in 

presentations 
- Confident in the use of MS Office applications 
- Independent and structured way of working 
- Strong communication skills, team spirit and customer orientation 

 

Benefits:   

- From day one you will be part of the BASF family. 
- You will get involved in challenging fields of activity and have the opportunity to work on exciting 

projects in an interdisciplinary environment. 
- Depending on the location of the respective group company you will get to know BASF and participate 

in various workshops and guided tours. 
- In this way you will make numerous interesting experiences and get a deep insight into the world´s 

leading chemical company. Information regarding internships: http://on.basf.com/internship 
 

Applicat ion Details:  

If you are interested in applying for the internship during the gap year, please follow the information on our 

website: https://www.bwl.uni-mannheim.de/gap-year/ 

For further questions about the gap year, please contact your main contact person 

Stefanie Burgahn  
stefanie.burgahn@uni-mannheim.de 
Tel: 0621 181 1712  
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